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The Future of Distribution
in Europe
A CALL FOR ACTION
Joint perspective from
Eurapco and Boston Consulting Group

Eurapco is a strategic alliance of eight primarily
mutual insurance companies in Europe operating in
15 countries across the continent.
Our partners aim to leverage knowledge and best
practices from one another to gain competitiveness
locally. By connecting their people across borders,
our partners are unified in the pursuit of a single
goal: creating value together.
With new developments coming on track faster
every day, we are brimming with new ideas and
initiatives for the future.
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Boston Consulting Group partners with leaders in
business and society to tackle their most important
challenges and capture their greatest opportunities.
BCG was the pioneer in business strategy when it
was founded in 1963. Today, we work closely with
clients to embrace a transformational approach
aimed at benefiting all stakeholders – empowering
organizations to grow, build sustainable competitive
advantage, and drive positive societal impact.
Our diverse, global teams bring deep industry and
functional expertise and a range of perspectives
that question the status quo and spark change.
BCG delivers solutions through leading-edge
management consulting, technology and design,
and corporate and digital ventures. We work in a
uniquely collaborative model across the firm and
throughout all levels of the client organization,
fueled by the goal of helping our clients thrive and
enabling them to make the world a better place.
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The Case for Change

Technological advancement has brought
about disruptive change to Eurapco’s
markets – and the pandemic has
undoubtedly accelerated this trend. While
many struggle to keep up with changing
customer preferences and the evolving
competitive and regulatory landscapes, the
market leaders of tomorrow are eager to
anticipate market developments and are
taking the right steps today to conquer the
new realities of the future.

Distribution in insurance might be one of
those areas where all signs point to a shift in
the market dynamics, driven by rapid change
in several dimensions. Traditional players
need to find their place in this changing
landscape – and technology, data, and
analytics provide them with just the right
tools to do so.
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In Eurapco’s markets, distribution is
currently undergoing profound changes
(see Exhibit 1). These changes are driven
by the market, which in turn drives the
need for change among market players.
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The Case for Change

1.1 Market and regulatory dynamics

1.3 Competitive landscape

Many Eurapco Partners find themselves in a similar
situation, operating in developed economies and lowgrowth markets. Multiple catalysts of change are
currently at play in these markets, reshaping the market
dynamics. For example, regulators are increasingly
putting pressure on the traditional commissions-based
incentive schemes. In the past, such regulatory changes
have led to significant changes - for example, when a ban
on commissions for complex products was introduced in
the UK, the number of brokers decreased by 27% within
two years. Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic has
accelerated already ongoing shifts towards higher
degrees of digitalization.

These evolving customer demands are naturally also
drawing new players to the field, so that established
players are being squeezed from two sides.

1.2 Customer expectations and
preferences
Especially in mature, saturated markets such as those
that Eurapco Partners operate in, customers are increasingly looking for simple, transparent products with
an intuitive and straightforward customer journey as well
as experience. Moreover, customer preferences are shifting
towards omnichannel interaction, with customers increasingly demanding flexible channels and modular
or bundled value propositions.

Exhibit 1 | Expected importance of distribution channels by 2025

Non-insurance players. Large non-insurance players
such as OEMs and big tech players have started to embed
convenient complementary insurance solutions in their
core products (e.g. cars), creating a risk of disintermediation and loss of the customer interface for traditional
insurers.

Substantially
increase

Increase

Constant

Decline

Substantially
decline

Traditional agency
distribution

Digital attackers. Purely digital players pose a threat
to traditional players’ margins because the absence of
physical branches allows them to operate under a superior
cost structure – and to pass some of their cost advantage
on to customers. This threat is present especially in the
retail market (motor in particular, and to a lesser extent
health), which is dominated by simple products that are
increasingly becoming a commodity.

Broker distribution

Direct distribution1
Bancassurance

To keep up with those new players, traditional sales force
distribution needs to become more productive, but also
more customer-focused and more adapted to new means
of growth. For example, Eurapco Partners predict that
direct distribution will become more important by 2025,
while they also expect the biggest decline in importance to
occur in traditional agency distribution (see Exhibit 1).

Source: Future of Distribution Survey with Eurapco Partners, June 2021; BCG Analysis
1 Includes price comparison websites

Traditional sales force
distribution needs to
become more productive,
more customer-focused,
and more adapted to
new means of growth
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The “what”: two imperatives for
digital distribution

Exhibit 2 | Two imperatives based on Eurapco survey results

GROWTH

For early adopters, digital distribution has been a game
changer. They have boosted productivity by 15% to 20%,
cut their time to market by half or more, improved their
net promoter score by 20 to 40 percentage points, and
increased revenue by 5% to 10%. To reap these benefits,
insurers must get ready for the future now.

Personalization driven
by data & analytics

PRODUCTIVITY

Based on the expectations of Eurapco Partners,
there are two imperatives for the future of distribution
(see Exhibit 2).

Digital salesforce
empowerment

Omnichannel
sales

E2E digital
sales journey

Leads through
ecosystems

Holistic financial
advisory & incentives

Branch blueprint &
Salesforce training &
strategic workforce planning
enablement

Source: Future of Distribution Survey with Eurapco Partners, June 2021; BCG Analysis
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Growth from the existing customer base
and beyond. On the one hand, salespeople need to
evolve towards becoming nurturers of their existing
customer base, using several channels to focus on and
connect with their customers in order to deliver
customer-centric, holistic solutions to ensure future
growth. Eurapco partners also expect to offer more
products and services adjacent to their core business
and believe that an essential source of leads in 2025
will be cross-selling.
Higher sales force productivity and revised
network blueprint. On the other hand, insurers
need to significantly enhance the productivity of their
assets to stay relevant in their respective markets.
Eurapco Partners expect both the number of salespeople
and the number of branches to decline by 2025, yet
they also foresee enhanced sales force productivity due
to a shift from internal and admin tasks towards more
client-facing tasks for their sales force.
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Growth in four dimensions

2.1 Growth in four dimensions

This change can be addressed in four dimensions:

To keep growing in this challenging environment, and
to build advantage in adversity, insurers must blend
human talent with digital technologies in new ways to
create fast, intuitive, and digitally enabled experiences
for customers.

1. Personalization driven by data and analytics

2.1.1 Personalization driven by data
and analytics
The customer-driven and pandemic-accelerated shift
towards a more digital, on-demand setup is accompanied
by unprecedented opportunities for market players to
capture and utilize data, realizing value both for
themselves and for customers. Insurers can now use
analytics tools to store, update, and organize data,
allowing them to generate a 360-degree customer view
across lines of business. Next, they can harness
sophisticated algorithms to segment and deeply understand their customers to deliver the right product at the
right time with the right message and through the right
channel. For example, insurance firms can use artificial
intelligence to track customers’ concerns, questions,
and sentiments across social media platforms and
shape their digital offerings accordingly. They could also
use artificial intelligence to combine transaction data
with life event triggers – such as the birth of a child or
purchase of a new house – to create more targeted
product offerings. By creating touch points that anticipate, rather than react to, customers’ needs, companies
can derive tailored next best actions, thereby reducing
churn, increasing conversion rates, and catalyzing
cross-selling and upselling. For example, companies
using such techniques have reduced churn by 20% and
generated 15% more revenue from cross-selling.

2. Omnichannel sales
3. Leads through ecosystems
4. Holistic financial advisory and incentives
(see Exhibit 3)

Exhibit 3 | Growth in four dimensions

Personalization driven
by data & analytics

Deep customer understanding (360°view) through data-driven customer segmentation
Making relevant data available in moments of truth
Deriving next best action for each customer through data & analytics
Seamlessly integrating digital and real-world interactions across channels

Omnichannel sales

Leveraging digital channels to generate leads for salespeople
Serving direct customers through digital channels

Leads through
ecosystems
Holistic financial
advisory & incentives

Generating leads through participation in ecosystems (e.g., home, mobility, SME)
Increasing customer visibility & frequency of interaction by evolving beyond insurance
Enhancing offering through ecosystems
Shi from product push to advisory given threat of ban on commissions

Leverage digital
channels to generate
leads and serve
direct customers

Holistic financial planning beyond insurance products to generate fee business
New pockets of growth through adjacencies (e.g. mortgages, asset management, etc.)

Harness data
and analytics to
deeply understand
customers

2.1.2 Omnichannel sales
67% of Eurapco Partners expect hybrid and omnichannel
setups to dominate insurance distribution by 2025. Within
such an omnichannel setup, salespeople serve as the
orchestrators of a network of channels, offering the convenience of digital self-service platforms that are supplemented by human interactions. During the pandemic,
customers have grown fond of the convenience and simplicity of remote, on-demand digital offerings. Coupled with
data collection and the use of analytics, the omnichannel
setup also supports the sales force in identifying the most
promising leads and allows them to step in at the right
moment throughout the sales journey to drive conversion.
For example, artificial intelligence-enabled management of
data-driven 360-degree customer profiles ensures that
relevant customer data is available to salespeople throughout channels and easy to access at the moment of truth.
Similarly, insurance companies have an opportunity to
expand the reach of their direct channels (both online and
remote-to-consumer channels) when targeting digital
natives or selling simple products. A customer-led omnichannel setup is flexible, always providing customers the
option to switch away from a purely digital channel and
speak to a human being instead, for example right before
a purchase.

Source: Future of Distribution Survey with Eurapco Partners, June 2021; BCG Analysis
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Leads through ecosystems

2.1.3 Leads through ecosystems
An inherent disadvantage of the insurance industry is
that interactions with customers traditionally occur less
than a handful of times per year. As insurers fight to stay
relevant and visible to their customers, especially in the
evolving competitive landscape, ecosystem partnerships
offer an opportunity to expand their role beyond product
placement. Partnerships can give insurers access to new
proprietary data, which they can use to deepen their
relationships with existing customers and win new ones.
As more and more ecosystem data becomes available
thanks to more frequent interactions, insurers can offer
customers a better experience with more personalized
product offerings, rewards, and services. They can deliver
their offer through the right channel (such as through
the web, mobile device, or email) and at the right
moment (based on location and time of day, for
example). Moreover, insurers may even unlock additional
service offerings through ecosystems, e.g. home insurance, allowing them to generate additional revenues
from fees and increasing the frequency of customer
interaction. Overall, insurers can double or triple their
penetration across all market segments and boost
conversion rates by three to five times using this
approach.

Enhancing sales force productivity
through four levers

Shift from product
push to advisory,
financial planning,
and core-adjacent
offerings

2.2 Enhancing sales force productivity through four levers
Driving digitalization is a win-win situation for insurers: by
digitalizing activities that add little value, transitioning to
lower-cost channels, and supporting sales representatives
with digital and artificial intelligence tools to raise their
productivity, they can leverage digitalization to change the
role of the sales force and to reduce distribution costs,
which account for approximately two-thirds of insurance
costs. Ultimately, the goal is to create a more productive

2.1.4 Holistic financial advisory
and incentives
The insurance industry has historically been structured
around product verticals, but customers are demanding
a simpler, yet personalized and integrated journey.
Moreover, regulators are increasingly putting pressure on
the traditional commissions-based incentives schemes.
The role of the salesperson is evolving beyond insurance,
from prospecting and selling individual policies to
becoming the navigator, planner, and advisor who can
help customers with a broader set of needs, based on
their individual life situation. Within this broader role,
salespeople can unlock new pockets of growth through
adjacencies such as mortgages, lease contracts, or asset
management, and generate additional revenues from
fee business that are separate from commissions and
as such are less vulnerable to changes in regulation.

sales force, supported by digital channels such as online
platforms and remote advice centers to reach a larger
number of customers. This transition can be achieved
through four levers: digital sales force empowerment, E2E
digital sales journeys, fine-tuning of branch blueprints and
strategic workforce planning, and investments in sales
force training and enablement (see Exhibit 4).

Exhibit 4 | Enhancing salesforce productivity through four levers

Digital salesforce
empowerment

E2E digital sales
journey
Branch blueprint &
strategic workforce
planning

Evolve beyond
traditional insurance
through participation
in ecosystems

Salesforce training &
enablement

Personalized leads for salespeople to drive productivity
Digital tools to allow for structured advice and remote-selling
Leverage salespeople to focus on tasks that require human interaction
Seamless customer journey across channels with customer-led choice of channel
Increasingly selling commodity products through digital channels
Serving customers in a cost-efficient manner (e.g., digital servicing and claims)
Modernized recruiting & employer value proposition, especially for fin. advisory
Strategic workforce planning for salesforce, specialists and salesforce support staff
Right number of branches in the right place & branches as social connection sites
Systematic onboarding to ensure consistent quality level
Digital, personalized, on-demand training to allow for 360°advisory (incl. so skills)
Peer2peer best practice sharing & successful salespeople to train others

Source: Future of Distribution Survey with Eurapco Partners, June 2021; BCG Analysis
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Digital sales force empowerment

2.2.1 Digital sales force empowerment
With the right digital tools for information sharing and
transactional support, the sales force can double its
productivity. Artificial intelligence and algorithms can
help personalize and automate lead allocation and
appointment scheduling, connecting the right salesperson to the right lead at the right point of the sales
journey. Optimizing the sales process and incorporating
digital tools and artificial intelligence can also help
streamline, pre-structure, or even fully automate simple

or repetitive processes, freeing up significant capacity.
This allows salespeople to focus on client-facing
activities that create value and require human interaction. Within this new role of the salesperson, remote
selling can further enhance productivity by bridging
physical distances and saving travel time. The COVID-19
pandemic has already shown that successfully leveraging
digital tools to empower the sales force can deliver
significant productivity gains, and that customers are
ready to adopt digitally integrated offerings.

Integrate digital tools
for structured advice,
remote selling, and
personalized leads
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2.2.2 E2E digital sales journeys
The sales force perspective on and use of digital tools is
only one side of the coin. Customers have grown accustomed to digitally integrated journeys from the offerings
of players such as Amazon or Spotify. With heightened
customer expectations in terms of convenience, the
customer journey needs to be seamless and frictionless
across channels to make the omnichannel setup work.
Insurers need make sure that customers are able to
move easily between digital and face-to-face interactions
without friction, and that they are able to interface
with insurers when, from where, and how they prefer.
Especially commodity products such as motor can be a
source of significant productivity gains when sold
increasingly through digital channels. By using data-driven insights captured through these channels, insurers
can also streamline the customer journey and substantially improve conversion rates. For example, insurers can
use advanced analytics to mine the data they receive
from a banking partner and significantly reduce the
number of questions prospective customers must
answer in order to receive a quote. By using artificial
intelligence and digital interfaces, companies can also
enhance quote accuracy and simplify the customer
experience awaiting clarification, e.g in claims handling.
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Sell commodity
products digitally
to free up sales
force capacity for
advisory services

2.2.3 Branch blueprint and strategic
workforce planning
In light of the significant changes to the role of a salesperson that lie ahead, insurers need to ask themselves which
skills and how much manpower they truly need within
their sales force and how big of a sales force they truly
need. The salesperson of the future needs to be tech-savvy
and able to advise customers holistically and empathetically. This might not be the type of salesperson insurers
currently employ, but it is definitely the kind of employee
other firms such as banks are also seeking to hire. Insurers
need to brace themselves for a fierce war for talent and
ensure that they offer and communicate an attractive
employer value proposition to prospective sales force hires.
They also need to strategically plan the evolution of their
workforce, including not only salespeople but also specialists and sales force support staff. This may entail decisions
on where employees will work from and how to design
their (remote) collaboration. For example, insurers might
find it most efficient to establish dedicated digital support
units, e.g. call centers, that are centralized and support
salespeople remotely. In light of these decisions, and given
that fewer and fewer customers feel the need to physically
come to a branch for advisory services, insurers will also
need to reduce the number of branches based on market
potential and adapt the design and setup of the remaining
locations to a new breed of hybrid salespeople with a focus
on value-adding advisory tasks. The branch of the future
will be an enjoyable space of social connection and interaction, where salespeople can form deep relationships with
their customers.
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Branch blueprint and strategic
workforce planning

2.2.4 Sales force training and
enablement
Apart from choosing the right new hires, insurers also
need to ask themselves whether their current sales force is
equipped to deliver what is expected of it. First, salespeople need to be able to combine real-world and digital
interactions. To do so, they will need to have not only the
necessary digital tools at hand, but also the skills to
navigate them. Second, salespeople will be expected to
deliver holistic, empathetic advisory services far beyond
just selling insurance products. This means that they will
need to receive not only technical training, but also training in soft skills and emotional intelligence. This, in turn,
requires systematic onboarding processes to ensure a
consistent quality level, but also continuous, personalized,
on-demand training. Successful training modes include
pre-recorded, on-demand modules that are available to
salespeople on the go and allow them to train whenever it
suits them, online channels for ad hoc follow-up questions
about trainings, and interactive trainings such as role plays
that allow salespeople to play the role of their customer
counterparts. Training and enablement may also include
honoring the most successful salespeople and providing
them with a platform to become trainers themselves,
thereby sharing best practices throughout the entire sales
organization and boosting the morale of the sales force.

Deploy personalized,
holistic training to
enable a 360-degree
advisory approach

Exhibit 5 | Two new sales force superpowers

Superhuman efficiency

Superhuman personalization

Automation of repetitive or
non-value-adding tasks

Personalized lead allocation
through algorithms & AI

Streamlining of processes

Personalized service through
interaction via channel of
customers' choice

Additional capacity for
value-adding tasks

Enhanced conversion

Sales force superpowers put the
salesperson at the center and
enhance sales force capabilities

Source: Future of Distribution Survey with Eurapco Partners, June 2021; BCG Analysis

Adapt workforce and
branch blueprint to
the new reality of the
sales force
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The “how”
AN ACTION PLAN TO NAVIGATE
TOWARDS THE DISTRIBUTION
OF THE FUTURE

Profound change calls for a profound
transformation. To conquer the complexity
of such a transformation, insurers might find
it useful to follow a four-stage action plan to
effectively and efficiently ramp up their
distribution for the future.
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Health check

1

The authors would like to thank the members of Eurapco partner organizations Achmea (including
Interamerican), Caser, Covéa, Gothaer, La Mobilière, Länsförsäkringar, LocalTapiola, and Reale Mutua as
well as the BCG colleagues Dr. Nina Zobel and Ines Scholtes for their contributions to this white paper.

Before taking steps towards a transition into a more digital distribution model, insurers need
to first gain clarity on where they stand today. A structured health check in the growth and
productivity dimensions provides insurers with the information they need to derive
targeted measures.

Ambition level

2

Before embarking on a journey, one needs to know which direction to go. Similarly, insurers
need to determine their target states along the growth and productivity levers given their
respective market conditions, starting point, and transition timeline.

Tailored roadmap

3

With the input from the previous stages, the status quo, and their ambition levels, insurers can
identify and prioritize gaps between the current and target state going forward and derive detailed
steps on how to fulfill their ambitions within the target timeframe.

Value creation

4

With the help of the tailored roadmap, insurers can drive change flexibly, driven by a test-and-learn
approach. This includes building, testing, and iteratively adjusting a minimum viable product,
rather than optimizing all components before conducting the first tests. Importantly, insurers need
to be aware of their specific culture when implementing change. Technological change is often
centered not only around the technology itself, but also around cultural topics, such as trust issues
of employees who view technology as a threat to their job, rather than a facilitator of it. It might
be crucial for insurers to keep in mind the 10-20-70 model, where 10% of value is created from
deploying algorithms and data, 20% from using the right technology and tools, and 70% lies in
cultural change processes and organization.
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